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ABSTRACT
The flipped classroom (FC), an innovative teaching and learning pedagogy has grown in medical
education since last decade. In FC modality, students learn by means of print, audio or video-based
material self-reliantly, before built-in teaching sessions in the classroom to overcome passive learning.
In this review, the key concepts, benefits and best practices of the FC in health professions education
have been described. The review was carried out using Medline, Scopus, Ovid, and Cochrane. The
keywords were “Flipped method, Teaching strategy, Role of the teacher, and Medical students”.
Flipped is an effective teaching modality which enables learners to be independent. Students do take
ownership of what they learn. Tutors are also satisfied with what their learners acquire. The benefits of
FC are robust and likely to augment the learning abilities of the students as well as supplementing the
learning course content; group events can deliver added benefits too.
Keywords: Flipped classroom, Medical education, Healthcare professions, Teaching, Faculty, Instructional
approach, Learning strategy, Medical students, Role of the teacher
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INTRODUCTION
The flipped classroom (FC) also called
reverse or backward classroom has reaped
international consideration in the past few
years as an unconventional and innovative
teaching and learning approach in medical
education (1–7). The recent literature has
focussed on the necessity to reconsider
traditional teaching approaches which have
also been disparaged for not targeting the

fundamental skills in the “real world” such
as critical, rational, communication and
compound rational (8, 9). Evidence backs
the use of dynamic learning practices such
as collaboration in a team and self-reflection
that swift students’ involvement, thereby
improving their learning outcomes and
refining enthusiasm and attitudes (9, 10).
Grounded on this idea of active learning, a
fundamental, yet spontaneous instructive
model has been established: the FC.
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The interminable advancement of new
technology has encroached in teaching and
learning. The FC is basically the inverse of
the traditional classroom and homework
elements (11–13). The obligation for the
attainment of knowledge lies with the
students (e.g., through videos, and other
online resources), whereas the classroom is
devoted to student centered activities such
as the actual application of the gathered
information, its analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. Flipping the classroom has
given an exclusive diverse system or advent
to the teaching arrangement. The Horizon
report ranked it as one of the noteworthy
teaching and learning modality in education
(14). This new approach enthused facts
transmission out of the classroom and
material integration into the classroom,
allowing coaching of learners as an
alternative to lecture (15). It allows learners
to apply what they have learned rather than
only question solving or text knowledge
(16, 17). In this review, we present the key
concepts, benefits and practices of flipped
classroom. We also discuss important areas
of FC implementation in health professions
education.

SEARCH STRATEGY AND SELECTION
CRITERIA
The PubMed was explored for articles
available in the English-language. Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) including
“flipped classroom, medical students,
faculty, teaching and learning, the role of
teacher, medical education, healthcare
professions” were cross-referenced in the
search which was complemented with a
tributary manual search of Scopus, Data
Citation Index, Cochrane database and
Google Scholar. Furthermore, the ancestory
searching was carried out by reviewing the
references of the articles acquired from the
principal search. Each article was critically
appraised and synthesised as appropriate
based on reporting primary data, validity of
the methods used, clarity of the results and
reliance on an established tool to measure
2
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outcomes. A subset of important, insightful
and high-quality studies was included.

DISCUSSION
Concept of Flipped Method
Prior to class, key foundational contents are
provided to students, which enable them
to be engaged at their own pace. This preclass work provides the foundation for inclass learning which could be reinforced
through after–class work and exploration
(3). Unlike traditional classroom teaching,
FC requires the learners to study on their
own before the commencement of actual
class sessions. There are three platforms
for the learning, Pre-Class, In-Class and
After-Class (Figure 1). In “Pre-Class”, the
students learn new concepts through prereading tasks and other online learning
resources, such as videos or lectures as an
initial step. During “In-Class”, they clarify
and consolidate the newly learnt concepts
by debating with peers and the tutors. This
enables them to learn more by working in a
collective project with other learners as well
as by having discussions with their tutors
(16). While in “After-Class”, the students
reflect on their learning, this improves
retention and transfer (18).
In terms of revised Bloom’s taxonomy (19),
students achieve lower-order cognition
(the attainment of information and
understanding) self-reliantly before the
classroom training and later attain advanced
cognition (application, analysis, evaluation
and synthesis) in the classroom segment,
where the tutors provide a scaffold. Valued
face-to-face time with the tutor is marked
for higher order cognition such as concerted
learning and presentation of knowledge
through
problem-resolving,
case-based
scenarios and imitation, with help from
peers (20–22).
The FC implicates a learning method in
which self-directed learning takes place
before the classroom learning. The aim
of the FC is a transferal from passive to
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Figure 1: Knowledge platforms within flipped modality.
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Figure 2: The traditional teaching and the flipped modality in graphic contrast conferring to Bloom’s revised
taxonomy.
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an augmented learning in the classroom
in order to speed up the attainment
of more challenging aptitudes such as
analysis, blend, and assessment. In terms
of Bloom’s revised taxonomy (19), this
means that students achieve lower-order
cognitive progressions (e.g. attainment of
knowledge and comprehension) self-reliantly
aforementioned to classroom instruction.
Moreover, in order to consequently
accomplish advanced and complex cognitive
learning process (e.g. use of knowledge,
analysis, synthesis and evaluation), learners
are guided by peers and tutors (Figure 2).
The primary focus of FC is about
augmented time for dispensation of new
content where learners explore the lecture
material, challenge their expertise in
smearing the knowledge, and intermingle
with one another in hands-on actions.
This facilitates learners’ engagement in the
acquisition of knowledge or skills and they
are much more likely to self-regulate their
progress and ultimately build self-confidence
(22).

Preparing for FC
Flipped teaching is easy to adopt, but
planning requires plenty of tasks to be
performed before it is implemented. A
commonly practiced way of moving the
teaching outside the classroom in a flipped
classroom format requires students to watch
recorded video lectures prior to attending
class (20). Therefore, the tutors need to
build their resources such as PowerPoint
slide and short videos with a length of 10
to 20 minutes. This stage demands a lot of
preparation. It ensures that the important
contents are covered in created videos which
engage learners actively in and outside the
classroom.
Another task is to wisely contemplate the
choice of media for the online activities and
resources by educators. A common outline
of FC can be:
(a) Learners look at a number of lectures of
4 to 10 minutes each (23),
4
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(b) Learners evaluate themselves what they
have learned through online distributed
questions (24),
(c) They are organised into an active
workgroup to decipher a problem that
some are failing to understand (25),
(d) Tutors commence the discussions
where learners work together and put
into practice whatever is learned from
the resources (26),
(e) They provide feedback reports which
help clarify the misunderstanding (27).
FC modality is getting more prevalent
because of online instructional materials,
making the large group learning effective
(28). This offers the learners with
instructional content that empowers them
to study in their space and exterior of the
classroom. In FC model, learners learn
by means of print, audio- or video-based
material self-reliantly in advance for the
teaching session. It is time consuming
and demands tutors to be well expert in
information technology because the subject
materials, in a range of formats like text,
images, video, and audio are to be fitted in
different learning styles of learners (29).
Moreover, having questions in the form
of video-based scenario which reflects the
understanding of students is a big challenge.

Potential Challenges
The key impediments to the FC style
include earlier work obligations, capacity of
learning material, and an overall shortage
of time (1, 3). The literature is evident of
the studies that compare the flipped vs.
traditional classroom and it is held that
this practice directs future research. Earlier
work has reasoned many issues arisen
while initiating the FC, yet little work has
studied the usefulness of specific practices
expanded. In this review, we stress the
worth of the learning developments these
practices provide. Given that much of
the literature mirrors about openings to
strengthen the qualities of FC that would
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ascend from the sustained reflection of
the distinct constituents of FC. Evidence
promotes that several elements drive in
various settings to inspire learners’ learning
(30). Adopting the FC setting; tutors have
to spend time in the class more because
group discussion involving the teacher’s
assistance is merely a part of flipped strategy
(31). While watching the lesson videos,
students cannot focus on instructional
videos (32, 33). Consequently, they are
unable to raise the questions (34). Most
of the time, the videos are quite lengthy.
As a result, pre-class activities are time
consuming (35).

Benefits to the Learners
It was observed that FC brought active
participation in the students, which was
certainly not the case before in traditional
teaching methods (36). This is also reflected
positively on the student’s academic
achievement. Because classroom time could
be used more amenably, passive learners
receive more individual attention while
active learners sustain to progress (37).
There is little advantage of working
separately with learners in traditional
learning method. For example, during
a lecture, they are unable to receive
a substantial critical assessment or
recommendations
to
progress
their
performance. Therefore, there is a state of
no opportunity to learn or to be mastered in
practical life. When measured perceptions
of the learners about the prevailing learning
experiences associated with FC, the results
revealed that the FC delivered more
prospects for learners to employ effective
interactions with peers and facilitated
their own learning (38). The learners
get gratification from learning in a FC
environment and were able to benefit from
watching their lectures in summarised lesson
videos (39).
In the digital era, students have more
independent access to contents of
knowledge than ever before. During the FC
once the learners watch online materials,

the subsequent discussion permits for
a rich prospect to provide a thorough
learning and understanding from one’s
experiences in addition to interaction, active
learning, enhancing critical thinking and
decision-making (40–43). There is a rising
body of substantiation that students can
effectively learn the teaching material on
their own through various methods (44).
FC provides an opportunity for self-paced
modality in addition to instructor controlled
environment, thus self-directed instruction
increases efficiency up to 30% (45).
Students are well-prepared and contribute
actively to the FC teaching as found in
many studies (7, 40, 46–48). They discuss
the questions that arose because of direct
feedback and availability of study materials
forehand. These outcomes are in line
with latest studies that have reported
encouraging results in student performance
and fulfillment by means of FC approach
(49). This, in turn, allows the learners to
process the information and acquire deep
learning. In its essence, however, learning
is not a question of acquisition, but active
participation of the learner (50). There
remains a great deal of students’ satisfaction
as they take ownership of their learning
because they work at their own pace (40).
This judgement is similar to the favourable
student and faculty reaction lately described
by others using the flipped approach (4, 24,
51, 52).
Student’s motivation heightens, which forms
the base for the whole learning process,
and can be affected by the strategy of the
action. The tutors create a rapport in an
open and positive setting which motivates
them to contribute to a greater extent in
the learning process. Additionally, they also
screen their weakness because they find the
course as pertinent and connected to their
future success. This process makes their
educational rough corners soft (53). Also,
learners get more inspired and motivated
as they find the individuals’ implication and
value of the material. Regular feedbacks
provided by tutors enhance the motivation
(54). Similarly, while exploring the impact
www.eduimed.com
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of FC on student learning and satisfaction
in Saudi Arabia, it was concluded that FC
substitute passive lecturing with active
student-centered learning that boosts critical
rational and application, together with
information preservation (55).

Tutors’ Satisfaction
Tutors are satisfied with the FC concept
because it provides avenues for them to
become real facilitators of education (41).
They are able to guide the learners with
explicit detail during discussion. They
watch over the learners’ activities and give
feedback immediately, which augment
students’ learning. Tutors are able to guide
many things for learners outside of the
classroom, adding an extra opportunity
to deliver information well. In a study
in Saudi Arabia, it was stated that FC
approach circumvents availability of time
and place, enhancing both student and
faculty productivity (55). This is deficient
in terms of traditional classroom teaching,
bringing tension to the tutors’ lives. Such
tensions lead to detachment, cynicism
and weaker sense of identity among tutors
(56). This creates a culture of interaction
too, and tutors are able to permit for oneto-one and small group assistance. This
allows them to exchange and reflect on their
understandings about student’s needs as
well as their level of understanding of the
taught content. The greater participation of
students is seen as a vital gain of FC. Tutors
are able to unite with learners in building
study materials which creates a sense of
being on board on the part of students.
In the FC environment, the teacher is
converted into the guide and more of an
organiser, aiding and guiding the students
in small groups and individuals on the road
to education accomplishment in a friendly
setting. The advantage of getting students
to involve from the start establishes nonthreatening and a safe learning environment
for the students for learning through peerpeer and peer-tutor discussions, the learners
can try out their ideas, and this also helps
them develop confidence in themselves (57,
58).
6
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FC in Medical Education and Healthcare
Professions
There are numerous shortfalls in traditional
healthcare
professions
teachings.
It
is evident from the literature that the
attention span of students in a traditional
lecture declines after only 10 minutes and
after an average of 15–20 minutes is lost
almost fully. This renders students to have
remembered only 20% of the conducted
teaching (59). This necessitates a pressing
requirement for FC to be adopted that shall
deliver more active knowledge transmission
than in traditional lectures. In the medical
education and healthcare professions the
FC has potential to achieve this effectively
by means of online-communicated cases,
having the further inherent advantage that
the students can learn from their mistakes
without endangering patients (60).
The flipped model has already been
implemented in several projects in medical
education as well as other health professions
with very positive outcomes in terms of
students’ learning enhancement (61–63).

CONCLUSION
The FC is an exciting student-centered
instructional strategy in medical education
and health professions education, which had
a positive impact on attitudes of students
with improved academic performance.
Other
advantages
include
enhancing
students’ decision-making, communication,
self-directed learning and critical thinking
abilities. However, in spite of the available
evidence, backing up the use of the FC, this
approach has yet to be implemented widely.
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